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DESIGN OF END-TO-END TROJAN ASTEROID RENDEZVOUS
TOURS INCORPORATING POTENTIAL SCIENTIFIC VALUE

Jeffrey Stuart∗, Kathleen Howell†, and Roby Wilson‡

The Sun-Jupiter Trojan asteroids are celestial bodies of great scientific interest as
well as potential natural assets offering mineral resources for long-term human
exploration of the solar system. Previous investigations have addressed the auto-
mated design of tours within the asteroid swarm and the transition of prospective
tours to higher-fidelity, end-to-end trajectories. The current development incorpo-
rates the route-finding Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm into the auto-
mated tour generation procedure. Furthermore, the potential scientific merit of the
target asteroids is incorporated such that encounters with higher value asteroids
are preferentially incorporated during sequence creation.

INTRODUCTION

Near Earth Objects (NEOs) are currently under consideration for manned sample return mis-
sions,1 while a recent NASA feasibility assessment concludes that a mission to the Trojan asteroids
can be accomplished at a projected cost of less than $900M in fiscal year 2015 dollars.2 Tour
concepts within asteroid swarms allow for a broad sampling of interesting target bodies either for
scientific investigation or as potential resources to support deep-space human missions. However,
the multitude of asteroids within the swarms necessitates the use of automated design algorithms if a
large number of potential mission options are to be surveyed. Previously, a process to automatically
and rapidly generate sample tours within the Sun-Jupiter L4 Trojan asteroid swarm with a mini-
mum of human interaction has been developed.3 This scheme also enables the automated transition
of tours of interest into fully optimized, end-to-end trajectories using a variety of electrical power
sources.4, 5 This investigation extends the automated algorithm to use ant colony optimization,
a heuristic search algorithm, while simultaneously incorporating a relative ‘scientific importance’
ranking into tour construction and analysis. The proposed tour creation strategy is not specific to the
problem of asteroid missions and, therefore, the low-thrust tour design concept is readily applied to
a diverse range of prospective mission scenarios.

High-efficiency, low-thrust propulsion systems are particularly attractive for missions to the Sun-
Jupiter equilateral equilibrium points because of the relatively stable natural gravitational dynamics
in these regions. Propellant-optimal, low-thrust trajectories, realized by constant specific impluse
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vehicle systems in nonlinear dynamical regimes, typically require coasting arcs and the careful bal-
ancing of engine capability with transfer time. Therefore, a variable specific impulse (VSI) engine
that varies the optimal thrust magnitude is selected to simplify the construction of rendezvous solu-
tions.6 As a consequence, no coasting arcs are required for rendezvous and the initial generation of
optimal trajectories is less restrictive in terms of thrust duration. Examples of VSI engines include
the Variable Specific Impulse Magnetoplasma Rocket (VASIMR) currently under development by
the Ad Astra Rocket Company7 and the Electron and Ion Cyclotron Resonance (EICR) Plasma
Propulsion Systems at Kyushu University in Japan.8 Though a VSI engine model is employed
to generate preliminary trajectories, specific tours of interest can be transitioned to models incor-
porating higher fidelity current- and near-term engine models. For example, high specific impulse
portions of the VSI thrust arcs may be replaced by coast arcs for corresponding constant specific im-
pulse (CSI) systems and spacecraft and mission parameters may be adjusted to better reflect current
propulsion capabilities.

While event timing and propellant requirements are critical components in mission design and
analysis, other driving factors contribute to the creation and selection of prospective trajectories.
For asteroid tour scenarios, an important consideration is the relative scientific value attached to
particular asteroids or specified combinations of asteroids, that is, the relative value in terms of sci-
entific data or resource discovery for specific asteroid sequences. Thus, tour design schemes that
incorporate a relative priority or importance metric, either within sequence generation or as part
of data post-processing, can be a valuable tool in satisfying scientific or economic mission objec-
tives as well as technical requirements. This investigation presents various schemes to incorporate
this priority consideration both as part of post-creation sequence analysis as well as an integrated
component of tour creation.

Even in the most simplified form, tour design is an NP-hard problem, meaning that the solution
space grows exponentially with a linear growth in the number of potential targets. Therefore, once
targets have been selected and transition options, with the associated costs, have been computed (if
pre-computation of these links is even feasible), a computationally efficient search method must still
be implemented. While strict tree enumeration is a practical scheme for very small scale problems,
this solution method quickly becomes intractable for even moderately-sized problems. Thus, many
graph search methods, such as Dijkstra’s algorithm9 and branch-and-bound tree searches,10 have
been developed over the years. One heuristic algorithm based upon the foraging behavior of ants,
ant colony optimization (ACO),11 has gained much interest as a solution scheme for a wide variety
of applications, from the classic Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) to routing of information in
data networks to the organization of jobs within a factory.12 While ACO has a history of successful
implementation in discrete system formulations, the algorithm also has the potential to be adapted
to scenarios with continuous trade-spaces, such as astrodynamics. Thus, a modified form of ACO
suitable for smooth solution spaces is applied to the generation of asteroid tours as well as compared
to the operation of enumerated searches.

POTENTIAL SCIENTIFIC MERIT OF TARGET ASTEROIDS

The Trojan asteroids as a whole offer great potential for valuable scientific insight; however,
specific target asteroids may possess uncommon or even unique characteristics that warrant higher
priority in mission planning scenarios. The Trojan asteroids reside in two clusters around the Sun-
Jupiter L4 and L5 libration points, the more numerous “Greek” and smaller “Trojan” camps, re-
spectively. Twelve target asteroids from the larger L4 swarm are selected for this preliminary inves-
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tigation, where the asteroids all reside in generally low inclination orbits with respect to the solar
system ecliptic. However, these objects still possess a range of physical characteristics that serve to
distinguish them and allow for a relative ranking of potential scientific merit. Indeed, two target as-
teroids, 624 Hektor and 3548 Eurybates, are included specifically because they offer the possibility
of higher than average scientific returns. Table 1 lists the target asteroids along with their osculat-
ing orbital elements on October 3, 2021 and the relative priority ranking used in this investigation.
The following sections detail the scientific considerations that aid in distinguishing higher priority
targets among the selected asteroids.

Table 1. Asteroids selected as bodies of potential scientific interest in the L4 Trojan asteroid swarm.
Osculating orbital elements at epoch 3 Oct. 2021.

Name a, AU e i, deg Ω, deg ω, deg θ∗, deg Priority, w

624 Hektor 5.25 0.023 18.16 342.9 187.7 236.8 2

659 Nestor 5.14 0.116 4.53 350.8 342.3 69.4 1

1143 Odysseus 5.21 0.090 3.14 221.3 239.3 277.0 1

1869 Philoctetes 5.16 0.064 3.98 43.9 325.2 8.9 0.5

3548 Eurybates 5.19 0.088 8.06 43.6 27.0 342.7 2

4057 Demophon 5.22 0.118 2.88 24.3 61.6 288.2 0.5

4138 Kalchas 5.15 0.043 2.10 208.1 162.8 36.0 1

5012 Eurymedon 5.24 0.084 5.00 34.8 333.6 25.6 0.5

5652 Amphimachus 5.19 0.074 1.90 281.8 102.7 11.7 0.5

7152 Euneus 5.13 0.061 3.71 113.1 307.7 332.0 0.5

8241 Agrius 5.15 0.044 4.34 22.7 264.6 132.1 0.5

8317 Eurysaces 5.30 0.047 0.94 208.2 113.2 92.9 0.5

Asteroid Spectral Types

The Sun-Jupiter Trojan asteroid swarm is composed of two distinct spectral groupings, D-type
asteroids that are a dark burgundy hue (the so-called “redder” group) as well as C- and P-type
asteroids that possess a more blue-grey color (the “less-red” set).13, 14 These observations from
the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility and the WISE telescope indicate that the L4 Trojan asteroid
swarm is composed of primordial bodies that have a composition that may be distinct from the
brighter red main belt asteroids as well as the icy Kuiper belt objects. In fact, these asteroids are
among the oldest extant bodies in the solar system and may be the only remaining samples from
this region of the early accretion disk. Any prospective spacecraft tour of the Trojan swarm that
encounters at least one object from each spectral group, therefore, offers a much greater potential for
scientific return than a comparable tour that encounters objects of only one, or of unknown, spectral
type. Of the twelve target asteroids in this preliminary investigation, two (624 Hektor and 1143
Odysseus) are D-type, redder objects and three (659 Nestor, 3548 Eurybates, and 4138 Kalchas) are
in the less-red group. Thus, these asteroids have been assigned a slightly higher priority value of 1
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(or higher, in the special cases of 624 Hektor and 3548 Eurybates), above the 0.5 scientific metric
assigned to asteroids of unknown spectral type.

624 Hektor - Contact Binary

In addition to its classification in terms of spectral type, the redder asteroid 624 Hektor garners
interest because it is the only known example of a contact binary in the “Greek” camp in the vicinity
of the L4 Sun-Jupiter libration point.15, 16 This highly oblong object is also larger than most other
Trojan asteroids, equivalent in size to a 225-km diameter spheroid. Furthermore, observations from
the Keck telescope have confirmed the presence of a 15-km diameter moonlet in orbit around the
main body.17 The roughly 1,200-km altitude, 2.98-day orbit of this moonlet suggests an estimated
bulk density of 1.8-3.5 g/cm3 for the main body of asteroid 624 Hektor. Proximity operations at
624 Hektor can offer valuable insight into the nature of binary systems as well as an evaluation of
the bulk density estimates. Thus, a rendezvous encounter with Hektor is given an elevated priority
of 2 in this preliminary investigation.

3548 Eurybates - Collision Family

Similarly to 624 Hektor, less-red 3548 Eurybates is prioritized as a high-value target because it
is believed to be the main remnant of an asteroid-asteroid collision.18 Even though this collision is
estimated to have occured 1-4 Gyr in the past, at least 150 asteroids are still grouped by physical
and orbital properties such as spectral type and semi-major axis in the vicinity of 3548 Eurybates,
indicating a significant collision event. Thus, a spacecraft encounter with Eurybates can offer key
insights into such asteroid-asteroid collisions. Furthermore, the approach and departure for the
main collision body can also afford fly-by opportunities with collision ejecta, further increasing
the scientific value of a rendezvous with 3548 Eurybates. Though these fly-by opportunities are
not explicitly modeled in this investigation, the increased fly-by potential and opportunity to exam-
ine a large collision fragment does warrant an higher priority level of 2 for encounters with 3548
Eurybates.

TOUR GENERATION OVERVIEW

While previous papers describe the base asteroid tour generation process in more detail,4, 5, 3

a brief overview of the scheme is presented for clarity. In general, tours are constructed by se-
quencing variable specific impulse (VSI) low-thrust arcs drawn from pre-computed, independently
generated families of locally optimal rendezvous solutions. The individual arcs are computed us-
ing a constant-power model for the electric engine wherein the thruster continually operates at the
maximum allowable power Pmax. The tour sequencing is analyzed via an enumerated tree search
where propellant costs and timing are approximated for the full tour using data from the independent
thrust arcs. While this largely automated method reliably produces advantageous tours of the Tro-
jan asteroids, the computational cost of the enumerated search scheme scales exponentially with the
inclusion of additional target asteroids and the restriction to single pre-selected thrust intervals does
not fully exploit the design space represented by the families of low-thrust solutions. Thus, while
the enumerated tree search procedure is used to generate tours incorporating the scientific merit of
the asteroids, it also serves as a baseline comparison for the ant colony optimization algorithm.
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Creation of Asteroid-Asteroid Rendezvous Families

For even a relatively small number of asteroids, manually determining and generating all possible
optimal rendezvous arcs is a laborious process. For example, for any given pair of asteroids, there
are several epochs over the specified 40-year mission window (Oct. 3, 2021 to Oct. 3, 2061) that
define a locally optimal departure state for a rendezvous arc. So, when all possible asteroid pairs are
considered, hundreds of locally-optimal rendezvous arcs are available for any given thrust duration
(TD). Therefore, an automated scheme that detects conditions amenable to locally optimal transfers
and, subsequently, computes the corresponding point solutions is critical for rapid trajectory design.

Conditions likely to yield optimal transfers include low distance and low relative velocities be-
tween asteroids. One efficient strategy to detect these transfer conditions searches epochs for those
that correspond to the minimum relative distance between an asteroid pair. Thus, solutions to the
local optimization problem

min da(t0) = ‖rT (t0)− rI(t0)‖ (1)

supply the initial guesses for the parameter t0 in the rendezvous problem. Thus, the problem in-
volves only one free parameter, and a grid search readily produces all the solutions over the 40-year
window of opportunity. Once the set of initial parameters t0 is determined, a hybrid optimization
scheme incorporating indirect optimal thrust control laws with the direct local optimization of a
mass objective function is applied to generate thrust arcs connecting the paths of the asteroids.

The hybrid optimization process yields a single rendezvous segment connecting two asteroids and
resulting in a trajectory arc with minimum propellant consumption for a specified thrust duration.
The initial and terminal states along these arcs correspond to approximate asteroid positions and
velocities from the CR3BP dynamical model such that the spacecraft is delivered from the vicinity
of one asteroid to that of another. However, once a point solution is generated for a single specified
thrust duration, TD, a simple continuation scheme is applied that produces trajectory arcs over a
large range of thrusting times. The continuation process updates the value of TD and uses the
previously computed solution as the initial guess for the subsequent 2PBVP. The complete set of
thrust arcs that is determined via the continuation scheme, termed a “family”, represents a set of
options for a single pre-determined asteroid-to-asteroid link within a design space relating engine
operation time and propellant consumption for a spacecraft transfer. For this analysis, families of
transfer arcs between any asteroid pair with thrust durations between TD = 0.7 and a nominal
maximum TD = 2.0 in non-dimensional time units, incremented in steps of 0.02 non-dimensional
time units, or 483 to 1379 days in 14 day steps, are produced. Some families do not cover the full
range of thrust durations since the iteration process is terminated once the epoch expands to the
limits of the window, i.e., Oct. 3, 2021 to Oct. 3, 2061. Note that for every thrust arc segment
within these families, the initial spacecraft mass is assumed to be m0 = mr = 500 kg, or m0 = 1
non-dimensional unit. (Of course, this initial mass may be adjusted in the tour construction process.)
Once the independent solutions comprising the families of rendezvous arcs are computed, the initial
conditions are stored for future use; this set of stored initial conditions is termed a “library”.

Rendezvous Sequence Construction

To generate a potential tour sequence, an automated process extracts independent families of arcs
from the library of solutions, selects individual rendezvous legs from within these families, and
combines them into a series of thrust arcs between the asteroids and coast segments in the vicinity
of the objects. This selection and joining of independent thrust arcs is performed via an enumerated
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tree search wherein all potential new targets are exhaustively searched. Figure 1 illustrates the
operation of the tree search method. Note that for NP-hard problems enumerated tree searches
quickly become computationally expensive and can be replaced with other search methods such as
branch-and-bound.

Figure 1. Schema of the enumerated tree search algorithm. Note that, in general,
intermediate target asteroids (green circles) or terminal asteroids (red X’s) can appear
on multiple paths.

Since there are many possible thrust arcs across any given family, and the tree search procedure
extracts only one solution arc per family, a trade-off is available between thrust duration TD, depar-
ture epoch τ0, and arrival massmf . In general, mf increases with TD while τ0 decreases; however,
it is observed that the quantity (TD+τ0) usually increases with larger values of TD. For this inves-
tigation, the tour sequence algorithm allows the user to select one of three possible thrust duration
options over all families in a potential sequence: (i) maximum TD and, therefore, maximum mf

and arrival epoch with minimum τ0; (ii) minimum TD, with the reverse result; (iii) median TD,
with median values of arrival mass and departure and arrival epochs. Once specific thrust arcs are
selected, approximations are employed to estimate the performance metrics associated with a par-
ticular tour. For example, propellant consumption during each interval of engine operation must be
incorporated into an equivalent cost corresponding to any potential tour scenario comprised of sev-
eral rendezvous arc segments. Accordingly, for a rendezvous sequence built from n thrust intervals,
the approximate consumption of propellant mass, mcons, is computed via

mconsumed = m0

(
1−

n∏
i=1

mi

m0

)
(2)

where mi is the arrival mass in kilograms at the end of the ith independently generated thrust arc.∗

For feasible options, this easy to compute approximation can always be evaluated against a more
rigorous model, such as an end-to-end optimization.

Since the families representing asteroid-to-asteroid transfer arcs are independently created, the
selected rendezvous sequences must be evaluated to ensure they are physically realizable and satisfy
mission constraints. Frequently, the two most common constraints in mission design are propellant
∗For the case of impulsive maneuvers, an equivalent total trajectory cost is ∆vtot =

∑p
i=1 ∆vi where ∆vtot is the

total impulsive ∆v and ∆vi is the equivalent value for one maneuver.
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mass and mission duration, i.e., a finite amount of mass is available and a limited opportunity
usually exists for a timeline. Therefore, a maximum amount of propellant is available for activities
within the swarm mp and a maximum mission duration, TOF , is specified in the automated tour
design scheme. Thus, for a tour to be feasible, the estimated propellant consumption, mcons, must
be less than mp and the final rendezvous must occur before ta + TOF where ta is the epoch
corresponding to swarm arrival. Additionally, since the goal is survey options for missions to the
Trojan asteroids, a further constraint is imposed, that is, the spacecraft cannot re-visit an asteroid
after departure. Ultimately, the arc selection procedure is summarized in Table 2. The result

Table 2. Arc selection procedure for tour generation via enumerated tree search.

Step Description

Select specific desired asteroid arrival epoch and thrust duration options as well as
1 specify asteroid swarm propellant mass mp and mission timeline TOF .

2 For each asteroid of interest, perform Steps 3-8.

3 Retrieve from library all thrust arc families departing from current asteroid.

4 Remove families that return to previously visited asteroids.

For given TD option, eliminate all families with departure epochs prior to the
5 current feasible departure epoch or beyond the arrival epoch ta + TOF .

6 Estimate spacecraft mass at end of all thrust arcs and remove families where mcons > mp.

7 For the remaining families, update tour information to include data from new arcs.

8 Repeat Steps 3-7 until the exploration of all possible tours is complete.

of the sequence construction procedure is a set of potential tours with estimated propellant mass
consumption values less than mp and with total time within the swarm that is less than (TOF )
years. Performance metrics include propellant consumed, swarm tour duration, coast time in the
vicinity of the asteroids, as well as the number and merit of asteroid encounters; specific sequences
of interest are then selected for further analysis.

Results Incorporating Scientific Merit

Inclusion of the potential scientific merit of the individual target asteroids is included as a post-
processing step in the tour generation scheme from previous studies.3, 5, 4 Recall that this sequencing
procedure uses an enumerated tree search over a limited sub-set of the rendezvous arcs from the full
library of pre-computed solutions, i.e., only one asteroid-asteroid leg of pre-specified thrust duration
TD is evaluated per family. Potential rendezvous legs are added to tour sequences so long as they
do not violate either the propellant budget of the spacecraft or limits on the mission window. The
spacecraft and mission parameters used in this investigation, unless otherwise noted, are presented
in Table 3. As previous investigations demonstrate,4 these values can be readily altered and are used
here strictly for demonstration purposes. Once a set of potential tours is constructed, the individual
merits of the encountered asteroids are summed for each tour, resulting in a prospective mission
priority ranking. Particular tours of interest can then be transitioned to higher fidelity models if
desired.
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Table 3. Spacecraft and tour parameter values.

Quantity Value

Swarm arrival spacecraft mass (mr), kg 500

Propellant available in swarm (mp), kg 150

Tour window in swarm (TOF ), yrs 10.5

Reference engine power (Pmax), kW 1.0

Selected arc duration from family Median TD

Tours originating from all twelve asteroids are generated over a 25-year window of initial epochs,
from 2021 to 2046, that is all tours that are 10.5 years in duration, arrive no sooner than 2021, and
end operations no later than 2057 are discovered. Figure 2 synthesizes the results into a glyph plot
representing the relative performance of each initial target asteroid. As noted in the figure, the ob-
jects are compared according to the number of tours available, the number of encounters per tour,
and the relative merit ranking of potential tours. Two initial asteroids, namely 624 Hektor and 1143
Odysseus, provide good all-around performance relative to other objects when selected as the initial
target, while three others (5652 Amphimachus, 7152 Euneus, and 8317 Eurysaces) provide good
performance in all categories except the number of high-priority tours (that is, cumulative scientific
merit of 4 or larger). What is intriguing about the latter three asteroids is that they individually pos-
sess low priority, but they seem to provide ample opportunity to transfer to other, more meritritious,
asteroids within the swarm. On the other extreme, 3548 Eurybates and 8241 Agrius seem to offer
the least overall options, though the high scientific priority of 3548 Eurybates does ensure that it
provides a relatively large number of high merit tours.

Figure 2. Aggregate searches for all twelve target asteroids. For comparison of rela-
tive lengths, the spokes are: 1) average number of tours per year, 2) average number
of tours encountering 3 asteroids, 3) average number of tours encountering 4 or more
asteroids, 4) average merit of all tours, 5) average number of tours with priority 4 or
higher.
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Examining tours orginating from 3548 Eurybates in more detail provides further insight not only
into advantages of selecting this asteroid as the initial encounter but also the peformance of the
other potential targets. Averages of the number of asteroids visited per tour and the average merit
of the tours over the 25-year swarm arrival window are computed and displayed in Fig. 3. Both
averages have a cyclical pattern with a peak-to-peak period of approximately 11 years; intuitively,
higher merit opportunities correspond to years when the average number of encounters per tour is
approximately 3 or higher. Though not shown in this investigation, these trends in the number of
encounters and merits of the tours are exhibited by tours originating at other initial target asteroids.
Note that even though there are some initial epochs where only two asteroid tours are available,
other swarm arrival years offer ample tours with 3 or even 4 asteroid encounters. Recalling the
relative performance of 3548 Eurybates from Fig. 2, the inference can be made that most tours
within the swarm and with the parameters specified in Table 3 offer encounters with at least 3 target
objects.

a. Average number of encounters per tour. b. Average tour priority.

Figure 3. Yearly search averages for tours originating at asteroid 3548 Eurybates.

One more step in the selection of specific tours of interest is to examine the potential tours for one
swarm arrival epoch; as a demonstration, the asteroid 624 Hektor is selected as the initial target and
an arrival in the year 2026 is chosen. The tour generation scheme produces a set of 15 viable tours,
14 of which encounter 3 asteroids. Propellant, ∆V , and proximity operation time estimates for the
tours are displayed in Fig. 4, where the tours have been ranked in descending order by total scien-
tific merit. Note that propellant consumed and tour ∆V are directly related while the distribution
of proximity operation times near the encountered asteroids shows a few patterns consistent with
multiple potential tours using identical transfer arcs. For example, the three highest ranked tours all
follow the same rendezvous leg from 624 Hektor to 3548 Eurybates and thus have the same duration
spent in the vicinity of the initial target asteroid. However, each tour has a distinct tertiary target and
therefore present options for duration near 3548 Eurybates and total tour propellant cost. The third
ranked tour is selected for further investigation because it offers long intervals at both of the highest
value target asteroids, 624 Hektor and 3548 Eurybates, and a final short duration in the vicinity of
8241 Agrius. For this tour, the spacecraft path through physical space and the thrust profiles of the
VSI engine are presented in Fig. 5. Note the large out-of-plane motion of the tour, consistent with
the relatively high inclinations of the target asteroids. On the other hand, the 624 Hektor to 3548
Eurybates rendezvous arc has a thrust profile that is roughly consistent in magnitude and is thus
readily transferable to a constant specific impulse mission architecture while the second rendezvous
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arc could be replaced with two thrust intervals with an intermediary coast interval. As shown in
previous studies,5, 4 transitioning this potential tour to a higher fidelity model is a straight-forward,
automated process.

a. Propellant consumed, per tour. b. Tour ∆V , by leg. c. Prox. Ops. time, by encounter.

Figure 4. Performance of tours originating from 624 Hektor with swarm arrival in 2026.

a. Trajectory, rotating frame, view from ecliptic plane. b. Thrust profiles.
Blue coast arcs near asteroids, gold thrust arcs. Time is days since 3 October 2021.

Figure 5. Tour originating at 624 Hektor and encountering 3548 Eurybates and 8241 Agrius.

ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION

Ant colony optimization is a robust and adaptable hueristic search algorithm with many NP-hard
applications beyond astrodynamics and mission planning. However, several modifications must be
made to the typical implementation of ACO to fully exploit the search spaces and the trade-offs
available in trajectory design. The details in traditional ACO are highlighted below and expanded
capabilities are introduced for the design of asteroid rendezvous tours.

Standard ACO

Standard ant colony optimization (SACO) is a stochastic route-finding algorithm patterned af-
ter the foraging behavior of ant colonies wherein ants alternately explore for food and follow
pheromone trails to known food sources. Once a source of food is discovered, the ants instinc-
tively locate a route that is near-optimal in travel distance to the food while retaining the ability to
adapt to changing environments and opportunities. The process relies on the continued laying and
dissipation of pheromone trails such that favorable trails are reinforced while other routes decay as
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they are not used. This process is inherently robust while ensuring close to optimal performance as
well as allowing for a variety of static and dynamic applications.

Typical SACO applications assume a discrete set ofN targets, or nodes, with single, bi-directional
links between them, such that an “ant” traveling from location A to location B can equally easily
travel in the opposite direction for the same cost. As illustrated in Fig. 6, these networks are usually
sparse, that is, not every pair of nodes is connected. In most applications, the goal is to traverse
the network from one node to another or to create a circuit of all nodes, both for the least cost.
Furthermore, many SACO applications simplify the model to one cost, for example, travel time be-
tween cities in the classic Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). To construct the most efficient route,
multiple generations of ants are released wherein each individual ant travels from node to node by
following these behavioral procedures at each encountered node:

1. Exploration: With some probability γ, travel to a randomly selected new node, where the
parameter γ decreases from 1 to some steady-state value 0 < γss < 1 over succeeding
generations; else,

2. Following: Stochasitcally select an unvisited node with the probability

Pi,j =
τi,jB

β
i,j∑

τi,jB
β
i,j

(3)

where Pi,j is the probability for traveling from the ith node to the jth node, τi,j is the
pheromone level on the link, Bi,j is the quality of the connection, and β is a weighting pa-
rameter.

3. When the ant reaches the desired target destination, terminate search.

The number of ants used, i.e.,Na is an adjustable parameter in the algorithm. After each succeeding
generation of ants, the pheromone levels along each individual link are updated via

τi,j = (1− ρ)τi,j +Qi,j (4)

with decay rate ρ and pheromone update Qi,j . Note that this pheromone increase, Qi,j , correspond-
ing to a given link is often either zero (if only the best routes and, therefore, the best links, are
reinforced) or some function that is dependent on the performance metric associated with tours that
include the particular leg in question. A common pheromone update procedure involves an increase
of the pheromone on each link of the best tour by the summed quality of each link on said tour, that
is

Q =

Ne∑
j=2,i=j−1

Bi.j (5)

where Q = Qi,j for each (i, j) link on the best tour and Ne is the total number of nodes traversed.
Under this update model, the best tour acquires the highest Q value. A variation on this update
strategy is an assignment of this same pheromone increase across all tours. After a pre-determined
number of generations, this procedure is terminated and the best tour is returned. Due to the stochas-
tic nature of the algorithm and the recognized tendency of ACO algorithms to quickly “lock” onto
potential solutions, several runs are typically completed and the best route from among the runs is
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returned as the solution. For ACO algorithms as a whole, local information is supplied by the link
quality, Bi,j , while global “goodness” information is preserved in the pheromone concentrations,
τi,j . Thus, in most SACO applications, the number of generations, number of ants, γ, β, ρ, and
selection criteria for pheromone updates are all adjustable parameters.

Figure 6. Schema of sample network on which ant colony optimization can be applied.
Links between objects can be traveled in both directions.

ACO with Parallel Pheromone Distribution

While SACO can, in practice, be applied to mission planning scenarios, several considerations
point to a novel ACO solution approach, one that may in fact be a more true mimicry of actual
ant foraging behavior than is typical of SACO. One chief difference between spacecraft trajectory
applications of ACO and more traditonal ACO scenarios is that astrodynamics problems typically
involve an infinite number of potential connections between celestial objects of interest rather than
a single link. Furthermore, many SACO applications either intrinsically possess easy-to-compute
link costs or scenarios are readily abstracted to a simplified model whereas mission analysis and
design must maintain a higher level of model fidelity in order to ensure viable resulting trajectories.
Thus, rather than a sparse network with a relatively low number of analytically modeled links be-
tween nodes, astrodynamics applications typically present a very dense grid of connections, each
possessing a unique but infinite trade space that generally must be constructed numerically. While
large portions of these trade spaces can be eliminated due to physical, logistical, or other practical
considerations, there still remains an infinite possible number of solutions due to the continuous
nature of the underlying dynamics. Thus, a discretization of the search space is required, though
this may still result in very large search spaces. For example, in the current investigation, roughly
36,000 individual thrust arcs are constructed computationally between asteroid pairs for a set of
12 objects over a 40-year window. However, these rendezvous arcs are grouped into 551 families
characterized by the close approach epochs between asteroid pairs and offering a trade-off between
thrust duration and propellant consumption.

The highly correlated nature of the asteroid-asteroid rendezvous legs within distinct families nat-
urally leads to the concept of ACO with parallel pheromone distribution (ACO-PPD), that is, ACO
wherein successful tours spread pheromone to nearby links as well. Thus, if an individual arc from
a family is part of a successful tour, then some amount of pheromone is applied to solutions in the
family with similar thrust duration values (“parallel” solutions), as illustrated in Fig. 7. Accordingly,
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when the ants are following pheromone trails, the potential to explore nearby solutions also exists
which could offer improved performance over the previously traveled sequence. The distributed
pheromone can be spread to any number of arcs within the family, although, in practice, a balance
is struck between increasing the number of potential solutions to explore and maintaining a low
computational overhead (i.e., if pheromone is spread to all possible arcs, the compuational cost for
one ant approaches that of an enumerated tree search algorithm). The distribution over the nearby
arcs can also be modeled from one of several profiles: for the current investigation, both uniform
and Gaussian distributions of pheromone are considered. When normal distributions are employed,
the standard deviation is assumed to be

σ =
√
Nps (6)

where Nps is the one-sided number of arcs over which the pheromone is spread (i.e., if Nps = 5,
pheromone is placed on 11 members of the family, i.e., the traveled leg plus 5 solutions with larger
TD values and 5 with lower durations). While the current implementation generates tours using
pre-computed low-thrust arcs between asteroids, ACO-PPD can be readily adapted to support a
diverse range of mission planning architectures.

Figure 7. Diagram of asteroid-asteroid family with traveled arc and pheromone dis-
tributed to nearby thrust legs.

Generation of Asteroid Tours

Though pheromone distribution supplies a powerful framework for extending ACO to astrodyn-
mics applications, several implementation details remain to fully incorporate ACO-PPD to the gen-
eration of asteroid tours. Notably, link costs are often more complex for spacecraft trajectories than
most SACO applications. Additionally, SACO usually assumes that all nodes must be transited for
the least cost or that the optimal route from one specific node to another is desired (note that the lat-
ter case is analogous to the determination of the optimal trajectory from Earth to another planet, say
Jupiter or Saturn). However, for the construction of asteroid tours, it is not feasible to visit all po-
tential targets with one trajectory and selecting specific target asteroids a priori may unduly restrict
preliminary explorations of the design space. In fact, the concept of an “optimal” spacecraft tour is
heavily dependent on the relative weighting assigned to propellant and operations costs, the desired
number of objects, relative scientific value of various targets, and many other considerations. Thus,
this investigation expands SACO and ACO-PPD concepts to favor options beyond optimal route-
finding, e.g., the best selection of potential targets within the context of limited resources. This
implementation of an ACO-PPD strategy may, in fact, produce a better model of ant scavenging
behavior than previous SACO applications.
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When not actively following pheromones, ants explore by randomly selecting a previously un-
visited target asteroid and tracking the first feasible family (characterized by the rendezvous leg of
median thrust duration TD value) that links the current asteroid to the target asteroid. If no fami-
lies linking these two specific asteroids include a feasible median TD arc, the destination asteroid is
discarded and a new target is randomly selected. If all asteroids are excluded by this procedure, then
the ant terminates its tour. Ant exploration behavior is triggered under the following circumstances:

• at the current node, exploration is selected based upon the exploration probability γ; or,

• if following is identified, then either no pheromone exists on arcs departing the current aster-
oid or none of the pheromone trails satisfy time or propellant constraints.

Using these conditions, the ants are guaranteed to continue encountering new asteroids until the
limits on total time-of-flight or maximum propellant capacity are reached. For the current imple-
mentation of ACO-PPD, the exploration probability in the kth generation is defined to be

γ = γss + (1− γss)e
− k−1

lnNg (7)

where γss is the lowest desired exploration probability and Ng is the number of generations of ants.
This definition of exploration probability ensures a smooth exponential decay from a probability of
1 in the first generation to the base probability, γss. The natural logarithm term provides a consistent
decay of exploration likelihood regardless of the number of generations selected.

A crucial aspect of ACO is the definition of the link quality metric, i.e., Bi,j , that conveys local
information to traveling ants and aids in the determination of the travel probability represented in
Eq. (3). For asteroid tour applications, one potential metric is

Bi.j =
wWj p

M
i,j

∆tLi,j
(8)

where wj is the target importance, pi,j is the propulsive cost to travel from object i to the jth

asteroid, ∆ti,j is the time to travel from one object to the next, and W , M , and L are weighting
parameters. For Trojan asteroid tours, the target importancewj is set equal to the scientific priorities
in Table 1 and the propulsive cost is defined to be pi,j = mf :i,j , that is, the arrival mass along the
independently computed thrust arc. The time metric is defined as ∆ti,j = tf :j − tf :i, that is, the
difference in arrival epochs between the next asteroid and current asteroid; note that this value
includes the loiter time at the current asteroid as well as the transit time between the current object
and the next encounter. Thus, Eq. (8) is reformulated as

Bi.j =
wWj m

M
f :i,j

∆tLi,j
(9)

where all required information is available either from the pre-computed thrust arc families or the
pre-specified asteroid priority.

While SACO implementations often specify that the overall quality of a solution is a simple
summation of the link costs across the sequence, other methods of defining tour quality are available.
Recall that for the current investigation, the individual link quality metric Bi.j includes the relative
priorities concerning time, propellant, and target, all of which are locally important. However, the
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tour quality value Q that informs the update to pheromone levels can represent any combination of
local and global information across the tour sequence and, hence, affords another level of control
over the performance of the algorithm. Therefore, several different formulations of ‘tour quality’,
summarized as follows, are examined:

• Summed link quality: This tour quality metric is consistent with many SACO implementations
by summing the individual link quality corresponding to each tour via

Q = wW1 +

Ne∑
j=2,i=j−1

Bi,j (10)

where Ne is the total number of asteroid encounters. Only the merit of the first target is
included as Earth-to-asteroid legs are not considered in this ACO investigation.

• Number of encounters: Tours are ranked solely upon the number of asteroids encountered,
without regard to propellant cost or asteroid priority such that

Q = Ne. (11)

• Summed object merit: Quality of tours is determined by summing the importance of the
encountered asteroids by

Q =

Ne∑
j=1

wj (12)

where a fewer number of higher priority targets could elevate its ranking over a tour to a larger
number of less important objects.

• Combined importance and loiter time: The importance of the asteroids is multiplied by the
duration of proximity operations at the object and then summed as

Q =

Ne∑
j=1

wjLTj (13)

whereLTj is essentially the loiter time, i.e. the interval spanning the arrival at the jth object to
departure from the same asteroid. Thus, tours that include longer durations at higher priority
targets are favored. However, a maximum useful loiter time LTmax can be instituted such that
any proximity duration above this threshold is not incorporated into Eq. (13).

Each of these tour quality definitions, aside from the summed link quality, allows for the tour quality
to be developed independently of the local behavior of the ants. A related factor is the number of
ants Nsa that lay pheromone trails. Any implementation where the number of pheromone laying
ants is less than the total number of ants, i.e., Nsa < Na, necessitates a ranking of the ants by their
respective tour qualities Q. For ACO-PPD implemenations, a larger value for Nsa allows more
pheromone spread and, hence, a broader survey of the design space while a lower number focuses
on improvement in the few best routes.

Similar to the recognized tendency for ACO algorithms to rapidly “lock” onto known routes,
ACO-PPD may concentrate ants along only a few highly favorable encounter sequences within
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the first few ant generations. While this behavior may allow a more thorough exploration of the
continuous trade spaces associated with particular asteroid progressions, it may also neglect other
advantageous target sequences. Thus, a selection criteria to favor unique series over rendezvous
chains with identical orders of encounter, but possibly a different set of individual arcs, has also been
included. With this option, unique successions of asteroids are placed ahead of all but the highest
quality examples of repeated sequences; for example, if three of the top asteroid series include a
repeated encounter progression but differing individual legs, then only the best performing example
is retained and the remaining two are placed behind all the potential tours with unique asteroid
orders.

Finally, seeding the initial distribution of the ants for each generation supplies another level of in-
put into the ACO implementation process. Two methods are employed in this investigation, namely
i) randomly distributing ants to seed each generation, or ii) for each ant, based upon current explo-
ration probability γ, either place it at a random starting location or stochastically locate the ant at
a starting node based upon pheromone concentrations departing the nodes. In the latter case, the
probability at being placed at the ith asteroid is given by

Pi =

∑Np

j=1 τi.j∑Nast
i=1

∑Np:i

j=1 τi.j
(14)

where Nast is the total number of asteroids and Np:i is the total number of links with pheromone
departing the ith asteroid. Consistent with previous options, random assignment of the initial object
favors exploration for good sequences while ant placement based upon pheromone concentration
benefits the more thorough exploitation of a fewer number of sequences. Note, however, that even
though an initial target is not selected a priori, the current implementation of ACO-PPD does require
a pre-specified swarm arrival epoch.

Comparison to Enumerated Tree Search

While this investigation does not include a rigorous benchmark comparison between ant colony
optimization and other graph search methods, some predictions about ACO-PPD performance rel-
ative to enumerated tree searches can be made. Recall, as an example, the set of 15 distinct aster-
oid sequences originating from 624 Hektor for the swarm arrival epoch of 2026; this set of tours,
averaging nearly three asteroid encounters, is a fairly conservative representation of the average
performance, in both number of tours discovered and number of encounters per tour, exhibited by
the enumerated tree search scheme. Assuming that each pre-computed family represented in the
asteroid tours contains 66 members, fully assessing each potential combination of thrust arcs within
a tour requires 4356 operations. Thus, fully characterizing the trade space associated, that is, all
possible sets of thrust arcs associated with the employed rendezvous families within all tours, with
one initial target asteroid requires approximately 65,340 computations and, therefore, examining all
12 potential targets necessitates on the order of 784,000 operations for just one swarm arrival epoch.
These numbers, of course, discount the possibility that, even for identical asteroid sequences, dif-
ferent combinations of individual asteroid-asteroid legs may engender or preclude further potential
encounters (i.e., one set of arcs from a three asteroid sequence may enable the spacecraft to visit
a fourth target, while a different combination consumes too much propellant for the spacecraft to
reach any further objects). Furthermore, the number of operations to fully enumerate the tour trade
space grows exponentially with each additional asteroid added to the search.
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Ant colony optimization, even with distributed pheromones, offers a much more managable
growth in computational cost. Assuming, as before, an average of 3 asteroids per tour, with an aver-
age of 20 members per family with pheromone, each ant requires on the order of 400 operations to
create a tour. If 25 ants are used per generation (resulting in approximately 10,000 computations per
generation), over 78 generations of the ACO-PPD algorithm would be required to match the com-
putational cost of the 12-asteroid enumerated tree search performed at the same epoch (recall that
the current implementation of ACO-PPD necessitates the a priori selection of an arrival epoch) and
that assesses all possible members of each family of rendezvous solutions. This, of course, does not
consider that at each asteroid several departure rendezvous families, with associated pheromones,
may be assessed before the selection of the next target. On the other hand, this figure assumes that
every ant always follows pheromone trails and neglects the significant computational cost savings
when exploration behavior is selected (as it will be for a relatively significant proportion of any
ACO run). Furthermore, the computational cost of the ACO-PPD algorithm is relatively fixed, re-
gardless of the number of target asteroids. Thus, ACO-PPD offers significant advantage when larger
numbers of asteroids are included in the tour creation process.

ACO-PPD: Sample Results

The ACO-PPD algorithm is applied to the construction of tours within the L4 Trojan asteroid
swarm; several runs are made, each with a distinct set of parameters so that the effect of the various
options on the performance of the algorithm may be assessed. A set of parameters common to all
the runs is defined in Table 4 while additional parameters that differ by ACO-PPD run are presented
in Table 5. As the goal is tours that explore the L4 asteroid swarm, ants are specified to not return to
asteroids they have already encountered. Furthermore, Case 7, which uses the combined importance
and loiter time tour quality metric, has a specified LTmax of 517 days, or approximately 1.4 years,
such that loiter times longer than this maximum value are capped at 517 days when constructing the
tours.

Table 4. Spacecraft, tour, and ACO-PPD parameter values, common to all runs.

Quantity Value

Swarm arrival spacecraft mass (mr), kg 500

Propellant available in swarm (mp), kg 150

Tour window in swarm (TOF ), yrs 10.5

Reference engine power (Pmax), kW 1.0

Swarm arrival year 2026

Number of generations (Ng) 50

Link quality weight in link probability (β) 1

Pheromone spread size (Nps) 5

Number of ants to lay pheromone (Nsa) 5

Base exploration probability (γss) 0.1

Selected arc duration from family (exploration) Median TD
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Table 5. ACO-PPD parameter values that differ among runs.

Case Values
Quantity Base 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Number
of ants (Na) 25 20

Pheromone
distribution Uniform Gauss

Link M = 1 M = 0 M = 1
quality L = 1 L = 1 L = 1
weights W = 0 W = 0 W = 1

Tour quality Link Merit Priority
metric (Q) Quality Number Sum Loiter

Favor unique Yes No

Ant placement Random Pher.

*Empty cells indicate value is identical to base set of parameters.

The characteristics of the highest ranked tour from each run are summarized in Table 6, where the
different ACO-PPD parameters engender varying amounts of divergence from the performance of
the base run. Note that the row for “Merit× Prox. Ops. Time” is computed via the link quality defi-
nition in Eq. (13); thus, this metric provides a sense of the proportion of time spent at high potential
scientific return objects. The base set of parameters, as well as Cases 1 and 2, results in the cre-
ation of a tour that encounters 5 asteriods, namely 1143 Odysseus, 4138 Kalchas, 8317 Eurysaces,
659 Nestor, and 5652 Amphimachus, within 10.5 years; note that this tour was not generated by
an equivalent enumerated tree search using only single links from the rendezvous families. Thus,
ACO-PPD has the potential to bring forth tours not available to schemes that do not fully access the
potential trade spaces offered by rendezvous opportunities. Furthermore, the 5-asteroid sequence
did not emerge from the run for Case 4, which did not favor unique encounter orders and placed
ants at targets with higher pheromone concentrations, showing that certain parameter options can
counter, to some extent, the reported tendency for ACO to “lock” into solutions. On the other hand,
parameter sets that incorporate the target priority typically result in sequences with fewer encoun-
ters but generally higher potential for scientific return. Notabley, Cases 3, 6, and 7 generate target
orders that were discovered via the simplified tree search scheme (specifically, 624 Hektor, 3548
Eurybates, and 659 Nestor for Cases 3 and 6 contrasted with 624 Hektor, 3548 Eurybates, and 8241
Agrius for Case 7), however the ACO-PPD runs do result in the selection of individual thrust arcs
that tend to increase the tour quality metric above that of tours from the enumerated search. While
certain sets of ACO-PPD parameters do result in similar qualitative results, each case offers a dis-
tinctly different quantitative result for the highest ranked tour (e.g., Cases Base, 1 and 2 produce the
same sequence but provide different options for proximity duration and propellant consumption).
The notable exceptions to this behavior are Cases 3 and 6, which generate identical tours, albeit
with slightly different run times. For all sets of ACO-PPD parameters, the largest effect on the
run time are the number of ants per generation (as evidenced by Case 1 that only employs 20 ants
compared to all other cases that use 25 ants) and whether the parameters will favor tours with more
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or fewer encounters (generally, cases that produce tours with a larger number of asteroids in the
sequence will require more computations). Though not an exhaustive examination of all possible
combinations of ACO-PPD, spacecraft, and mission parameters, these cases do highlight the power
and versatility of ant colony optimization when applied to astrodynamics scenarios.

Table 6. Performance of highest ranked tour from ACO-PPD runs.

Case Values
Quantity Base 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Number of asteroid encounters 5 5 5 3 4 4 3 3

Summed merit of asteroids 4 4 4 5 2.5 2.5 5 4.5

Consumed Propellant, kg 125 115 95 40 75 65 40 65

Tour ∆V , km/s 15.7 15 14 7.5 10.1 10.5 7.5 8.5

Total Prox. Ops. Time, days 750 570 450 1750 1300 1200 1750 2150

Merit × Prox. Ops. Time, days 630 470 340 2670 660 610 2670 3530

Computation time*, sec 102 77 102 90 111 99 95 85

*For Matlab 2011a in Windows 7 Enterprise with 2.00 GHz dual processors.

CONCLUSIONS

The inclusion of a relative ranking of potential scientific return is shown to aid in the generation
and selection of potential asteroid tours within the Sun-Jupiter L4 Trojan swarm. The assignment
of target importance can be based on unique features of interest, as is the case with the asteroids
624 Hektor and 3548 Eurybates, or upon physical properties common to sets of asteroids, e.g.,
the spectral type of the target bodies. Ant colony optimization, a heuristic search algorithm with
many successful implementations to NP-hard problems outside mission analysis and design, is in-
troduced and modified for astrodynamics applications. This stochastic algorithm, modeled after the
foraging behavior of ant colonies wherein both exploration and pheromone following behaviors are
exhibited, includes both local information based upon point-to-point transfer costs as well as global
information based upon pheromone reinforcement of high quality tour sequences. While typically
applied to relatively sparse, discrete networks, ant colony optimization methods are expanded to
address trade spaces with dense sets of transfer options possessing continuous trade spaces; the par-
allel distribution of pheromone, in particular, is a powerful tool for exploiting the trade-off between
transfer time and propellant cost inherent in all astrodynamics applications. Futhermore, ant colony
optimization with parallel pheromone distribution can provide solutions not available to simplified
search schemes but with a much reduced computational overhead compared to fully enumerated tree
searches. Several avenues for future work remain open, particularly the application of ant colony
optimization and relative target importance to other problems within astrodynamics.
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